
DESCRIBE A DESIGN FOR A LEAFLET

Brochures present and organize a larger amount of information than flyers or posters. Lucidpress has custom brochure
templates that not only look professional, but are easy to use. A standard print brochure (tri-fold brochure) is on 8 Â½"
Ã— 11" paper, folded into thirds.

How you plan to deliver or display your brochures will go a long way in determining which fold is the best
choice for you and your business. Avoid paragraphs and paragraphs of text but keep your sentences short,
concise and informative. Talk to your printer about the different options you have within your budget and
what print materials will be the best fit for your objectives. Optimising your message is all about ensuring that
you choose the exact wording and layout for your leaflet. After sifting through the pages of notes produced by
our design team, we refined and compiled the information into the leaflet design guide below. It should also be
a statement of confidence that reassures customers and prospects. Direct marketing can continue to play a big
role in meeting these objectives and keeping your brand and your name fresh in the mind of customers. The
images below have been used across their print advertising and online efforts which reinforces their branding
and creates a huge impact! Here are a few more leaflet writing examples to inspire your own sales copy.
Avoid unnecessary words that create clutter and detract from the main message of your leaflet. There are
several resources online to help you find colors that work well together. Buy a digital camera and start
improving your own pictures. If you take a look at the CPD leaflet above, you'll see how a bold headline can
be used to grab the attention of your audience. Write so that everyone can easily understand your message.
Give your event flyer an unconventional border Do you want your event flyer to stand out from the standard
designs in your niche? Just make sure that the text stand out against the background. Get the imagery right To
make a product brochure pleasurable to flick through, you need good photos. The leaflet uses simple,
down-to-earth language and short paragraphs to inform potential visitors about the event. Choose one font for
the body of the text, with a complementary font for titles or headers. You can see an example of one of these
in the counselling leaflet template above. Pricing How to Make a Brochure Brochures present and organize a
larger amount of information than flyers or posters. Want some more leaflet design tips? The bottom line is
that you need to optimise your leaflets message for your audience.


